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Purpose

Lower extremity fasciotomies are performed to
prevent or combat compartment syndrome
after compromise of vascular perfusion,
orthopedic trauma, crush, burn, or volume shift.
Regardless of precipitating event, the common
result is an open wound that may necessitate
multiple interventions to attain definitive soft
tissue coverage. Management of these wounds
is not protocolized at our institution.

Methods

A retrospective analysis utilizing CPT codes was

conducted of patients aged eighteen or older

who underwent lower extremity fasciotomy at

our institution between 2013-2021. Chronic

compartment syndrome patients with elective

fasciotomies were excluded. Patients who met

inclusion criteria were followed through chart

review until the time of their definitive soft

tissue coverage or until they were lost to follow

up. Patients were compared in terms of

baseline demographic characteristics and

comorbidities. Details of index surgery including

surgical team characteristics, indications for

fasciotomies, and initial incisional management

were reviewed. We examined their clinical

course including subsequent reoperations,

related readmissions, and length of stay.

Results

A total of 158 patients met criteria for inclusion. Vascular (45%),

Orthopedic (27%), and General Surgery (26%) performed most

fasciotomies with 58% of fasciotomy incisions left open at the time of

index operation. Average readmissions related to wound management

were 0.38 per patient for a mean related length of stay of 21 days, and

an average of 2.4 subsequent operations. Patients with diagnosed

peripheral vascular disease were more likely to ultimately require

amputation (p=0.023). Despite only 47% of patients having their

wounds primarily closed, Plastic Surgery was involved for only 10% of

the operations, and these patients were ultimately more likely to

undergo amputation (p<0.001).

Lower extremity fasciotomies are morbid procedures. Certain comorbidities such as
peripheral vascular pre-dispose towards worse outcomes after these procedures. Wounds
created by these surgeries should be thoughtfully managed as they lead to prolonged
hospitalization and high readmission and reoperation rates. Plastic Surgery is often
involved late in the treatment course, leading to failed salvage efforts culminating in
amputation. Prior studies have demonstrated how an Orthoplastic approach to lower
extremity reconstruction improves outcomes, and efforts should be directed toward
developing a similar approach for these multidisciplinary patients.

Table 1. Patient demographics

N/Median %/IQR

Age 53.82 31.1-64.54

BMI 29.65 24.42-34.38

Sex

Female 43 27.74

Male 112 72.26

Race

White 79 50.97

Black 59 38.06

Asian 5 3.23

Hispanic 3 1.94

Other 2 1.29

NA 10 6.45

Table 2. Indications for fasciotomy

n percent

acute vascular 68 43.87

blunt trauma 47 30.32

other 21 13.55

penetrative trauma 18 11.61

acute edema or ICU 1 0.65

Conclusions

Table 3. Closure technique at index 
fasciotomy

n percent

Wound left open 96 59.26

Vessel loops 37 22.84

VAC dressing 14 8.64

Primary suture closure 13 8.02

Other 1 0.62

Primary staple closure 1 0.62

Table 4. Specialty of surgeon 
performing index fasciotomy

n percent

Vascular 70 45.16

General/ACS 42 27.1

Ortho 40 25.81

Other 1 0.65

Plastics 1 0.65

NA 1 0.65

FIG. 1 – An interactive Sankey diagram demonstrating the care pathways of patients who underwent 

acute lower extremity fasciotomies at our institution between 2013-2021. The left side of the diagram 

states the specialty of the surgeon performing the index operation; the right side of the diagram states 

the eventual outcomes including types of definitive coverage for each patient.


